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REPLACEMENT BATTERY PELI™ LITHIUM ION RECHARGEABLE
Compatible with 
2780R - 3310R - 3315R-RA - 5050R - 7070R - 7600 - 7610 - 7620

The Peli™ rechargeable lithium-ion battery is perfect for supplying the electrical power for your Peli™ flashlight. The 

manufacturer produces each battery to ensure that your flashlight delivers the maximum of its lighting potential. Take advantage 

of the wide range of Peli™ accessories to equip yourself with a flashlight battery. Also take advantage of the competitive 

prices of Peli™ flashlight accessories! The Peli™ lithium-ion battery provides reliable and safe power for your lighting.

Description of the Peli™ lithium-ion battery for LED flashlightProteclight offers the Peli™ rechargeable lithium-ion battery 

for LED flashlights directly from the manufacturer's factories. The battery corresponds to the dimensions required for the battery 

compartments for the following Peli™ LED flashlights: 2780R - 3310R - 3310R-RA - 5050R - 7070R - 7600 - 7610 - 7620The format 

of the battery for LED lamp corresponds to the market standard, known as 18650, and provides a large autonomy and an ecological solution.

Characteristics of Peli™ rechargeable lithium-ion battery for LED flashlightThe Peli™ rechargeable lithium-ion battery 

supports 500 to 1000 charge/discharge cycles. The lithium-ion battery (LiCoO2) for LED flashlight has the following 

characteristics :

• battery capacity: 2600 mAh ;

• battery voltage: 3.7 V ;

• energy delivered by the flashlight battery: 9.6 Wh ;

• battery size: 18 x 65 mm;

• weight of each battery: 48 g.

Advantages of the Peli™ LED flashlight lithium-ion batteryThe Peli™ rechargeable lithium-ion battery for flashlight and LED 

headlamp features the latest innovations. The lithium-ion technology of the battery has a mass energy 2 to 4 times higher than a 

NiMH or NiCd battery.The Peli™ LED Lithium-ion battery has no memory effect and has a low self-discharge rate.

Part number manufacturer : 019750-3420-000ECustoms Code : 8507600090EAN : 19428163761All trademarks are registered and/or 

unregistered trademarks of Peli Products, S.L.U., its parent, subsidiaries and/or affiliates. 
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